
WORLD PAPER MONEY

Banknote World is a collectible currency company located in Southern California. We pride ourselves in having the
highest quality banknotes in our inventory.

Great Britain July 16, - Bank of England unveiled design concept of the new 50 Pound polymer note to be
issued in  Wst - weak stains. A prefix of "R" is used for certain regional notes, which have also been moved to
the "Specialized" catalog. Fx - foxing. Nt - No tears. Cnk - chunk. You can be assured that you are dealing
with an honest person. Once you are not sure about a grading of a certain note s , please ask us for a detailed
description of a note notes to make sure you will receive exactly what your grading expectations are. Need a
catalogue for identifying paper money? This site features over notes from countries. Modern banknotes are
very attractive and colorful, especially in uncirculated conditions favored by collectors. If there are prefixes, in
this usage, they will follow the "P" e. Ph - pinholes. ND - no date printed on the banknote. If a number needs
to be inserted between two numbers, then in some cases, the section is renumberedâ€”which creates
confusion, and some collectors will annotate this with the previous number in parentheses.. See detail of the
new note in my blog. Only in the last several decades has paper money collecting as a hobby become more
popular. In common usage, but not in the catalog itself, it is a common practice to prefix "P" to the catalog
number and any prefixes or suffixes, to designate that this is a "Pick" number; however, this is not a practice
of the catalog themselves. Wmk - watermark. See details in my blog. See pictures of the note in my blog. St -
stains. Even if there are a standard paper money grading rules, grading might still differ from one person to
another. Et - edge tears. The new series will include the rest of the banknotes gradually. Most people associate
money with earning and spending. The banknotes are showcased in 7 major galleries by geographical regions.
Most recent editions, as of August  Sh - staple holes. Pa, Pb, Pc, etc. Numbering system[ edit ] The numbering
system uses an integer to identify a note. Thousands of actual and original scans of bank notes are available in
our world paper money price list. A suffix of "ct" is used for color trial proofs sometimes listed as "tc" A
suffix of "r" is used for either a "remainder" mostly 19th century incomplete printings or a "replacement" note.
You can also find any particular country under country index. In addition, there are 9 special exhibits:. The
first ones released will be and 5. All with digital copy available separately. We are a member of an
International Bank Note Society since  A prefix of "A" or "B" is used to insert older series which were not
cataloged when the numbering system was established. Pch - punchhole. Where there are multiple versions of
proofs, remainders or specimens, and occasionally other variations, they are often cataloged with a number
after the letter, e. NOTICE: Please make sure that you read all terms, conditions, grading descriptions and
other necessary information available at this web site before you make an order or send your bank notes to us
for approval.


